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Cartesian Impedance Control of Flexible Joint 
Robots: A Decoupling Approach 
 
Christian Ott, Alin Albu-Schaffer, Andreas Kugi &  Gerd Hirzinger 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Whenever a robotic manipulator is supposed to get in contact with its environment, the 
achievement of a compliant behavior is relevant. This is a classical control problem for 
rigid body robots, which led to control approaches like impedance control, admittance 
control, or stiffness control (Hogan, 1985; Sciavicco & Siciliano,1996). In contrast to the 
approach introduced in this contribution most works on the Cartesian impedance control 
problem consider a robot model which does not include joint flexibility. 
In this work a decoupling based control approach for flexible joint robots is described. The 
considered control objective is the achievement of a desired compliant behavior between 
external generalized forces and the Cartesian end-effector motion of the robot. The design 
method will be based on some results from control theory for cascaded systems. The 
proposed controller will be designed in two steps. First, an inner feedback loop is used to 
bring the flexible joint robot model into cascaded form. Then, an additional outer control 
loop implements the desired compliant behaviour (Ott et al., 2003). The stability theory for 
cascaded control systems (Seibert & Suarez, 1990; Loria, 2001) can be applied to analyze 
the closed-loop system. 
When dealing with a robot model with flexible joints, the maybe most obvious approach 
for the design of an impedance controller is the singular perturbation approach (Spong, 
1987; De Luca, 1996; Ott et al., 2002). Therein the fast subsystem, which is in our case the 
torque dynamics, is considered as a perturbation of the rigid body model. One can then 
use any controller designed for the rigid body robot dynamics and apply it in combination 
with an inner torque control loop to the flexible joint robot model. The main disadvantage 
of this approach is that it does not allow for a formal stability proof without referring to 
the approximate singular perturbation consideration. 
The controller structure proposed herein is somewhat related to the singular perturbation 
based controller. Also herein an inner torque control loop is combined with an outer 
impedance control loop. But these control loops will be designed in such a way that one 
can give a proof of asymptotic stability, based on the stability theory for cascaded systems. 
The proposed controller structure is also related to the controllers presented in (Lin & 
Goldenberg, 1995; 1996). But the following analysis focuses on the design of an impedance 
controller, while Lin and Goldenberg considered a position controller respectively a 
hybrid position/force-controller. The procedure for the stability analysis from these works 
cannot be applied to the impedance control problem considered herein in a 
straightforward way. The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 some relevant 
results of the stability theory for cascaded systems are reviewed. The considered 
dynamical model of a flexible joint robot is described in Section 3. In Section 4 the design 
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idea based on an inner torque control loop is presented. Section 5 presents the Cartesian 
impedance controller. Some simulation results are given in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 
gives a short summary of the presented work. 
 
2. Stability Theory for Cascaded Control Systems 
 
Consider an autonomous cascaded system in the form 
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(1) 
(2) 
where 11
n
x ℜ∈  and 22 nx ℜ∈  are the state variables. It is assumed that the functions 
),( 211 xxf  and )( 22 xf  are locally Lipschitz and that all solutions exist for all times 0>t . 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the origin is an equilibrium point of (1)-(2), i.e. 0)0,0(1 =f  
and 0)0(2 =f . In the following the situation is analyzed when the uncoupled system (2) 
and  
),0,( 111 xfx =$  (3) 
are globally asymptotically stable. Then the question arises, under which conditions also 
the coupled system (1)-(2) will be asymptotically stable. Locally this is always true, see the 
references in (Seibert & Suarez, 1990). In order to ensure that this holds also globally it was 
proven in (Seibert & Suarez, 1990) that it is sufficient to show that all solutions of the 
coupled system remain bounded. This is formulated in a more general form in the 
following theorem, taken from (Seibert & Suarez, 1990). 
Theorem 1. If the system system (3) is globally asymptotically stable, and if (2) is asymptotically 
stable with region of attraction 2nA ℜ⊆  , and if every orbit of (1)-(2) with initial point in An ×ℜ 1  
is bounded for 0>t , then the system (1)-(2) is asymptotically stable with region of attraction 
An ×ℜ 1 . 
Notice that Theorem 1 also handles the case of global asymptotic stability, if the region of 
attraction of (2) is the whole state space 2
nℜ . Theorem 1 considers only the autonomous 
case. In case of the tracking control problem, on the other hand, a time-varying system 
must be considered. An extension of Theorem 1 to a special class of time-varying systems 
was presented in (Loria, 2001). 
Theorem 2. Consider the system 
),,(
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(4) 
(5) 
with state 21),( 21 nnxx ℜ×ℜ∈ . The functions ),( 11 txf , ),( 22 txf , and ),,( 21 txxh  are continuous in 
their arguments, locally Lipschitz in ),( 21 xx , uniformly in t , and ),( 11 txf  is continuously 
differentiable in both arguments. This system is uniformly globally asymptotically stable if and only 
if the following holds: 
• There exists a non-decreasing function )(⋅H  such that 
 
||)),((||||),,(|| 2121 xxHtxxh ≤  . (6) 
• The systems (5) and ),( 111 txfx =$  are uniformly globally asymptotically stable. 
• The solutions of (4)-(5) are uniformly globally bounded. 
Notice that, if the uncoupled systems ),( 111 txfx =$  and ),( 222 txfx =$  can be shown to be 
exponentially stable, then there exist also other results in the literature which can be 
applied to such a triangular system, see, e.g., (Vidyasagar, 1993). The impedance control 
problem from Section 5 though leads to a closed-loop system for which only (uniform 
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global) asymptotic stability, instead of exponential stability, can be shown for the 
respective subsystem ),( 111 txfx =$ . In the following it will be shown how Theorem 2 can be 
used for the design of a Cartesian impedance controller for the flexible joint robot model. 
 
3. Considered Robot Model 
 
In this work the so-called reduced model of a robot with n  flexible joints is considered as 
proposed by (Spong, 1987): 
).(
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(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Herein, nq ℜ∈  is the vector of link positions and nℜ∈θ  the vector of motor positions. The 
vector of transmission torques is denoted by τ . The link side dynamics (7) contains the 
symmetric and positive definite inertia matrix )(qM , the vector of Coriolis and centripetal 
torques qqqC $$),(  and the vector of gravitational torques )(qg . Furthermore, B  and K  are 
diagonal matrices containing the motor inertias and the stiffness values for the joints. The 
vector of motor torques mτ  will serve as the control input and extτ  is the vector of external 
torques being exerted by the manipulator’s environment. 
Notice that herein friction effects have been neglected which may be justified by a 
sufficiently accurate friction compensation. It is further assumed that the external torques 
extτ  can be measured. If these torques are generated solely by external forces and torques 
at the end-effector, this can be realized by the use of a 6DOF force/torque-sensor mounted 
on the tip of the robot. 
For the further analysis, the model (7)-(8) may be rewritten by choosing the state variables 
),,,( ττ $$qq  in the form 
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(10) 
(11) 
Based on this model, the following controller design procedure is motivated by 
considering Theorem 2. An inner torque control loop is used to decouple the torque 
dynamics (11) exactly from the link dynamics (10). The (time-varying) set-point dτ  for this 
inner control loop is generated by an impedance controller in the outer loop, cf. Section 5. 
In the next section the design of the inner loop torque controller is treated. 
 
4. Controller Design Idea 
 
In the following a torque controller is designed in such a way that the inner closed-loop 
system becomes uniformly globally asymptotically stable and is decoupled from the link 
dynamics. Obviously, some undesired terms in (11) can be eliminated by a feedback 
compensation of the form 
 ( ))(),()( 1 qgqqqCqBMu extm −−++= − $$τττ  , (12) 
where u  is an intermediate control input. This transforms (11) into 
 
uBK =+− ττ$$1  . (13) 
By introducing the torque set-point dτ  and a torque error variable dz ττ −= , one obtains 
 
uzzBK dd =+++− ττ )(1 $$$$  . (14) 
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A controller which makes this system globally asymptotically stable can easily be found. 
Consider for instance the control law 
 
)(1 zKzKBKu tsdd −−+= − $$$ττ  , (15) 
 
with symmetric and positive definite gain matrices sK  and tK . This leads to a closed-loop 
system of the form 
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extd
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(16) 
(17) 
 
Clearly, the decoupled torque error dynamics (17) is an exponentially stable linear system. 
Next, the torque set-point dτ  is to be chosen such that a particular control goal is achieved. 
In order to get a uniformly globally asymptotically stable closed-loop system one must 
ensure that the conditions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled. Notice at this point also that the 
conditions of Theorem 2 are necessary and sufficient. 
 
5. A Cartesian Impedance Controller 
 
5.1 Task Description 
 
The considered task for the controller design is an impedance controller in Cartesian 
coordinates mx ℜ∈  describing the end-effector pose. These Cartesian coordinates are given 
by a mapping )(qfx =  from the configuration space to the task space. The Jacobian of this 
mapping is denoted by qqfqJ ∂∂= /)()( . The Cartesian velocity and acceleration are then 
given by 
.)()(
,)(
qqJqqJx
qqJx
$$$$$$
$$
+=
=
 
(18) 
(19) 
In this work the non-redundant and non-singular case is treated. It is thus considered that 
the number n  of configuration coordinates and the number m  of task coordinates are 
equal and that the Jacobian matrix )(qJ  is non-singular in the considered region of the 
workspace. Furthermore, the mapping )(qf  is assumed to be invertible such that the 
Cartesian coordinates can be used as a set of generalized coordinates for the further 
analysis. Formally, the Jacobian matrix )(qJ  is then expressed in terms of Cartesian 
coordinates as )())(()( 1 qJxfJxJ == − . 
These assumptions are quite common in designing controllers with respect to Cartesian 
coordinates. In practice they clearly can only be fulfilled in a limited region of the 
workspace which depends on the particular choice of Cartesian coordinates )(qfx = . 
However, in the following the control objective is to achieve a uniformly globally 
asymptotically stable closed-loop system. Thereby, the validity of the control law is 
analyzed for a globally valid set of coordinates while disregarding the problem of finding 
an appropriate set of Cartesian coordinates suitable for a given task). 
According to the coordinates x , the external torques extτ  can be written in terms of a 
generalized Cartesian force vector extF  defined by the relationship ext
T
ext FxJ )(=τ . 
Equation (16) can then be rewritten in terms of Cartesian coordinates as 
 
extd
T FzxJxpxxxxx ++=++Λ − )()()(),()( τµ $$$$  , (20) 
 
where the Cartesian inertia matrix )(xΛ  and the matrix ),( xx $µ  are given by 
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(22) 
and )()())(()()( 1 qgqJxfgxJxp TT −−− ==  is the Cartesian gravity vector. 
Based on the Cartesian model (20), the desired closed-loop behavior is formulated next. 
The considered impedance control problem is specified by means of symmetric and 
positive definite stiffness and damping matrices dK  and dD , and a (possibly time-varying) 
desired trajectory )(txd . The desired trajectory is assumed to be four times continuously 
differentiable. For many applications the shaping of the desired stiffness and damping 
behavior is sufficient, and no shaping of the inertia matrix is required. Therefore, the 
Cartesian robot inertia matrix )(xΛ  as well as the matrix ),( xx $µ  are preserved in the 
desired impedance behavior. With the Cartesian error vector dx xxe −=  the considered 
desired impedance can be written as 
 
extxdxdx FeKeDxxex =+++Λ $$$$ )),(()( µ  . (23) 
For this system the following two important properties hold. 
 
Property 1. For 0=extF , the system (23) with the symmetric and positive definite stiffness and 
damping matrices dK  and dD  is uniformly globally asymptotically stable. 
Property 2. For 0)( =txd$ , the system (23) with the symmetric and positive definite stiffness and 
damping matrices dK  and dD  gets time-invariant and represents a passive mapping from the 
external force extF  to the velocity error xe$ . 
Property 1 was proven in (Paden & Panja, 1988; Santibanez & Kelly, 1997) for a system like 
(23) but in configuration coordinates. This result obviously also holds for the considered 
Cartesian coordinates. Property 2 corresponds to the well known passivity property of 
mechanical systems and is based on the fact that the matrix ),(2)( xxx $$ µ−Λ  is skew 
symmetric (Sciavicco & Siciliano, 1996). 
These two properties verify that the desired impedance behavior is chosen properly. 
Property 2 is of particular importance for an impedance controller, since it implies that the 
feedback interconnection with any passive environment, considered as a mapping 
extx Fe −→$ , results in a passive closed-loop system. 
 
5.2 Controller Design 
 
The remaining part of the controller design aims at choosing a control input dτ  such that 
the system 
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(25) 
 
which already contains the torque feedback action, resembles the desired dynamics (23) as 
closely as possible. If the systems (24) and (25) were completely uncoupled (i.e. for 0=z  in 
(24)), the control objective could be exactly fulfilled by a feedback of the form 
 ( )
( ).),()()()(
),()()()()(
xdxddd
T
xdxddd
TT
d
eKeDxxxxxqJqg
eKeDxxxxxxJxpxJ
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(26) 
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In the following it will be shown that the feedback law (26) leads to a uniformly globally 
asymptotically stable closed-loop system also for the flexible joint robot model (24)-(25). 
Thereby, the cascaded structure of (24)-(25) will be utilized by applying Theorem 2. 
Moreover, it will be shown that a passivity property analogous to Property 2 holds. 
The closed-loop system containing the torque feedback action, cf. (12) and (15), and the 
impedance control law (26) is given by 
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ts
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extxdxdxx
$$$
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(27) 
(28) 
Notice that this system is time-varying due to the dependence on both x  and xe . 
The main results of the following analysis are formulated in form of two propositions: 
Proposition 1. For 0=extF , the system (27)-(28) with the symmetric and positive definite 
matrices sK , tK , dK , and dD  is uniformly globally asymptotically stable. 
Proposition 2. For 0)( =txd$ , the system (27)-(28) with the symmetric and positive definite 
matrices sK , tK , dK , and dD  gets time-invariant and represents a passive mapping from the 
external force extF  to the velocity error xe$ . 
 
5.3 Proof of Proposition 1 
 
Before the actual proof is started, two well known technical lemmata are quoted for 
further reference (Horn & Johnson, 1990; Vidyasagar, 1993). 
Lemma 1. Suppose that a symmetric matrix A  is partitioned as 
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡=
2,22,1
2,11,1
AA
AA
A T  
 
where 1,1A  and 2,2A  are square. Then the matrix A  is positive definite if and only if 1,1A  is positive 
definite and 02,1
1
1,12,12,2 >− − AAAA T  (positive definite). 
Lemma 2. Given an arbitrary positive definite matrix Q , one can find a unique positive definite 
solution P  of the Lyapunov equation QPAPAT −=+  if and only if the matrix A  is Hurwitz. 
For the stability analysis of the system (27)-(28) it is convenient to rewrite it in the state 
variables ),,,( zzee xx $$ . Therefore, the following substitutions are made: 
)())((),( 1 qJxfJteJ x == − , )(),( xtex Λ=Λ , and ),(),,( xxtee xx $$ µµ = . With ),( zzw $=  and 
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(28) can be written as Aww =$ . Thus, for 0=extF  we have 
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(29) 
(30) 
In this form Theorem 2 can be applied. The first condition in Theorem 2 is the existence of 
a function )(⋅H , for which (6) holds. This is ensured here by the assumption that the 
Jacobian matrix is non-singular for all times t . Hence there exists a ℜ∈δ , ∞<< δ0  such 
that 
 
δλ ≤≤ −−
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− )),(),((sup||),(|| 1max
),0[
T
xx
t
T
x teJteJteJ  , 
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with ))((max tAλ  the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix )(tA  at time t . 
Uniform global asymptotic stability of each of the two uncoupled subsystems is ensured 
by Property 1 and the fact that the linear system Aww =$  is even globally exponentially 
stable for positive definite matrices sK  and tK . 
What remains is to show that all solutions of (29)-(30) remain uniformly globally bounded. 
Consider therefore the following positive definite function 
 
PwweKeeteetweeV Txd
T
xxx
T
xxx ++Λ= 2
1),(
2
1),,,( $$$  , 
(31) 
with a positive definite matrix P . Considering the well known skew symmetry property 
of ),(2)( xxx $$ µ−Λ , one can derive the time derivative of (31) along the solutions of (29)-(30) 
as 
zteJeQwweDetweeV TxTxTxdTxxx −+−−= ),(),,,( $$$$$  ,  
 
where )( PAPAQ T +−=  can be an arbitrary positive definite matrix, since A  is Hurwitz 
(see Lemma 2). Then, ),,,( tweeV xx $$  can be written as  
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From Lemma 1 it follows that ),( teN x  is positive definite if and only if  
 
0),(),(
4
1 11 >− −−− Txdx teJDteJQ  . 
(32) 
Condition (32) can be fulfilled for every positive definite matrix dD , because the Jacobian 
does not get singular and the matrix Q  is a positive definite matrix which may be chosen 
arbitrarily. Hence, one can conclude 
 
0),,,( ≤tweeV xx $$  . (33) 
At this point it is worth mentioning that ),,,( tweeV xx $  is bounded from above and below 
by some time-invariant functions ),,(1 weeW xx $  and ),,(2 weeW xx $ , i.e. 
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with ))((min tAλ  and ))((max tAλ  as the minimum and maximum eigenvalue of the matrix 
)(tA  at time t . 
Based on these properties of ),,,( tweeV xx $ , Lemma A.1 from the Appendix, and 
0),,,( ≤tweeV xx $$  one can show that all the solutions of (29)-(30) are uniformly globally 
bounded. Proposition 1 follows then from Theorem 2. 
It is important to mention that the need for referring to Theorem 2 in this stability analysis 
results from the fact that, on the one hand, the considered system is time-varying and, on 
the other hand, the time derivative of the chosen function ),,,( tweeV xx $  is only negative 
semi-definite. This situation, and the exploitation of the fact that the matrix Q  can be 
chosen arbitrarily, are the most important differences to the stability proofs in (Lin & 
Goldenberg, 1995; 1996). 
 
5.4 Proof of Proposition 2 
 
Proposition 2 can be shown by considering ),,,( tweeV xx $  of (31) as a candidate storage 
function. In case of 0≠extF  the time derivative of ),,,( tweeV xx $  along the solutions of (27)-
(28) gets 
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The matrix ),( teN x  has already be shown to be positive definite. From this one can 
immediately conclude the passivity property from Proposition 2. 
 
6. Simulation Results 
 
In this section a simulation study of the proposed impedance control law is presented. The 
controller is evaluated for a flexible joint robot model of the seven-axis DLR-Lightweight-
Robot-III (Hirzinger et al., 2002) (see Fig. 1). This robot is equipped with joint torque 
sensors in addition to the common motor position sensors and thus is ideally suited for the 
verification of the presented controller. In the present simulation only the first six joints of 
the robot are considered. 
It is assumed that the complete state of the system (10)-(11) is available and that also the 
(generalized) external forces can be measured by a force-torque-sensor mounted on the tip 
of the robot. 
For the desired impedance behavior (23) diagonal stiffness and damping matrices dK  and 
dD  are chosen. The stiffness values for the translational components of dK  were set to a 
value of 2000 N/m, while the rotational components were set to 100 Nm/rad. The 
damping values were chosen as 150 Ns/m and 50 Nms/rad for the translational and the 
rotational components, respectively. The Cartesian coordinates are composed of three 
translational and three rotational coordinates, in which the modified Euler-angles, see, 
e.g., (Natale, 2003) according to the common roll-pitch-yaw representation were used. 
In the following two different gains for the torque control loop are evaluated and 
compared to the response of the desired impedance behavior (23). In both cases the torque 
control gain matrices sK  and tK  were chosen as diagonal. In the first case a rather small 
proportional gain of IK t =  was chosen, while in the second case a higher gain of 
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IK t ⋅= 10  was used. In both cases the torque damping matrix sK  was chosen according to 
an overall damping factor of 0.7 for the linear system (28). 
 
     
 
Figure 1. DLR-Lightweight-Robot-III. The picture on the right hand side shows the initial configuration of 
the robot in the simulation study 
 
In the simulation two step responses are presented, starting from a joint configuration as 
shown at the right hand side of Fig. 1. First, a step for the virtual equilibrium position of 5 
cm in z-direction is commanded at time instant 0=t . Apart from this step the virtual 
equilibrium position is constant. Then, after a delay of one second, a step-wise excitation 
by an external force of 1 N in y-direction is simulated. Notice that this force step results in 
an excitation of the link side dynamics (27) only, while the torque error dynamics (28) 
keeps unaffected. 
Fig. 2 shows the simulation results for the two decoupling based controllers (with low and 
high gains) in comparison with the desired impedance behavior. The translational end-
effector coordinates are denoted by x, y, and z, while the orientation coordinates are 
denoted by xφ , yφ , and zφ . Due to the coupling via the (fully occupied) inertia matrix, all 
the coordinates deviate from their initial values in the step responses. As expected, the 
closed-loop behavior resembles the desired behavior better for higher torque control gains. 
The step of the external force, instead, does not affect the torque control loop, and  
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Figure 2. Simulation results for the two step responses (in the virtual equilibrium position and in the external 
force). The dotted lines show the simulation results of the desired impedance (23). The dashed and solid 
lines show the results for the decoupling based impedance controller with low and high gains, respectively 
 
thus the closed-loop behaviors of the two controllers correspond exactly to the desired 
behavior for this excitation, see Fig. 2. The difference between the two controllers is also 
shown in Fig. 3, where a comparison of the resulting joint torques is given. 
In the presented simulation study it was assumed that all the state variables, as well as the 
external forces, are available for the controller. In case of a typical industrial robot usually 
only the motor position can be measured, and the motor velocity can be computed from 
this via numerical differentiation. All the other state variables, including the link 
acceleration and the jerk, must be estimated. Some advanced modern robot arms, like for 
instance the DLR lightweight robots, are instead also equipped with joint torque sensors. 
Apart from the implementation of the inner torque feedback loop, these sensors can also 
be used for a more reliable estimation of the link acceleration and the jerk. Even more 
promising would be the use of acceleration sensors, either of a six-dof Cartesian sensor or 
of individual joint acceleration sensors. 
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Figure 3. Deviation of the joint torques from their initial values for the decoupling based controllers. The 
dashed and solid lines show the results for the controller with high and low gains, respectively 
 
7. Summary 
 
In this work a Cartesian impedance controller for flexible joint robots was proposed. The 
control approach was based on the stability theory for cascaded systems. In the proposed 
controller an inner torque feedback loop decouples the torque dynamics from the rigid 
body dynamics. For the implementation of the impedance behaviour a control law well 
known from rigid body robotics is used in combination with the torque controller. 
It should also be mentioned that, apart from the considered impedance control problem, 
different rigid body controllers can be applied to the flexible joint model analogously to 
the procedure described herein. For the proof of the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop 
system one can take advantage of Theorem 2. 
 
Appendix 
 
In this appendix, a short lemma about uniform global boundedness of the solutions of 
time-varying differential equations is presented, which is used in Section 5.3 for the proof 
of uniform global asymptotic stability of the Cartesian impedance controller. 
Consider a time-varying system of the form 
 
),( txfx =$  , (A.1) 
 
with state nx ℜ∈ . In order to show that the solutions of (A.1) are uniformly globally 
bounded (according to Definition A.1, which is taken from (Loria, 2001)), the following 
Lemma A.1 is usefull. This lemma can be proven easily based on the theorems presented 
in (Khalil, 2002). 
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Definition A.1. The solution ),,( 00 xttx  of (A.1), with initial state 0x  and initial time 0t , is said to 
be uniformly globally bounded if there exists a class ∞Κ  function α  and a number 0>c  such that 
cxxttx +≤ ||)(||||),,(|| 000 α  holds 0tt ≥∀ . 
 
Lemma A.1. If there exists a continuously differentiable, positive definite, radially unbounded, and 
decrescent function ),( txV , for which the time derivative along the solutions of (A.1) satisfies 
0/),()(/),(),( ≤∂∂+⋅∂∂= ttxVxfxtxVtxV$ , then the solutions of (A.1) are uniformly globally 
bounded. 
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